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Funding the 
heart of campus 
An overview of the 
policies and procedures of 
the CUSG Funding Board. 
Jordan Byrne its use in certain areas or 
Asst. News Editor capacities. The Student 
Activity Funding Board, 
With the spring semester which consists of 18 students 
now nearly halfway over, it's and determines the allocation 
already time for faculty, staff of funds, meets every other 
and student organizations Wednesday in the CUSG 
to begin planning for the conference room to hear cases 
upcoming 2015-2016 for funding. Although the 
academic calendar. For Funding Board falls under Pictured left to right: Ansley Seay (Second runner-up), Abby Riggs (First runner-up), Sydney Sill (Miss Clemson University), Mary Kate Sullivan 
(Third runner-up) and Halley Mcshan (Fourth runner-up). the nearly 400 student the umbrella of CUSG, it is a 
organizations on campus, semi-independent entity, and 
this means planning events, CUSG itself must even present Mortar Board hosts Miss Clemson Pageant 
advertising and setting new a case for funding each year. 
Emelle Englehart the girls performed a dance that as Miss Clemson she by the announcement ofgoals for what is sure to be an Once an allocation 
Contributor routine, of which contestant would work with the Mortar the titles. Fourth runner­exciting year. amount has been decided 
number three, Sydney Board Honor Society to up was Hailey Mcshan of
Yet, despite the breadth on by the board, a bill is 
Each year the Mortar Sill earned the spotlight. further Clemson University's Kappa Delta, third runner­
and variety of student led sent to student body senate 
Board Hosts the Miss Representing Alpha Delta efforts to support local up was Mary Kate Sullivan
institutions there is one key where it is voted on and 
Clemson Pageant, which Pi, Sydney performed a jazz elementary schools. of Zeta Tau Alpha, second
factor that each must take into then the money is released to 
raises money for the Mortar tap dance to "Baby I'm A Contestant number runner-up was Ansley
account: funding. Who has the respective organization. 
Board Honor Society's efforts Star," leaving the audience 14 Hannah Reese of Alpha Seay of the Rally Cats, and
the money, where it is coming Full documentation of bills 
to support the Clemson erupting in cheer. Phi Omega was asked of first runner-up was Abby
from and where it is going are passed and money allocated 
Child Development Center. Contestant number the initiative, known as Riggs of Kappa Kappa
all key concerns. can be found online at the 
The audience was nine Lexi Miller ofAlpha Chi H.O.M.A.G.E., which Gamma. The suspense
According to Demetri CUSG website. 
first introduced to the Omega demonstrated several promotes the education of and anticipation had beenKotiadis, treasurer of Kotiadis said that the 
17 contestants, all of ·self-defense maneuvers youth to be appreciative building all night as the
Undergraduate Student number of organizations 
whom represented a in attempts to reduce the of our military men and 17 lovely contestants
Government and chair coming to the Funding Board 
campus organization. number ofwomen affected by women. She explained exemplified what it meantof the Student Activity has increased in recent years 
The contestants of the domestic violence. The her commitment to to be a Clemson Tiger. 
Funding Board, student and welcomes more growth: 
Miss Clemson pageant next segment of the H.O.M.A.G.E. was after her Rachel Wyatt, Miss Clemson 
organizations are classified "We look at this as, you 
represented most Clemson competition was the onstage father earned a purple heart 2014, crowned Sydney Sill ofinto three main entmes: know, we all pay into this. 
groups: tall and short, white question portion. and that as Miss Clemson Alpha Delta Pi as Miss"Big Six," club sports and all This isn't my money, it's not 
and black, athletes, rally cats, Abby Riggs, she would extend the Clemson 2015. 
remaining organizations. your money, it's all of our 
sorority sisters, scholarship representing Kappa Kappa H.O.M.A.G.E. program to After the pageant was"Big Six" organizations money. We all have, in theory, 
winners and honor society Gamma, was asked what her Clemson University. compete, Rachel Wyatt
include CLEMSONLiVE, a right to it, we all should be 
members. The contestants as greatest experience with her After this segment, said she was confident in
Central Spirit, TigerPaw able to apply for it when we 
a whole embodied all facets sorority was, to which she the Tigeroar, Clemson Sydney Sill's abilities toProductions, Student Media, need it." 
Fraternity & Sorority Life A,; for where rhe funds of what makes Clemson replied- supporting several University's exclusive all-male represent Clemson, as Wyattt- and CUSG. Kotiadis said that in the budget come from, University unique. local elementary schools acappella group performed had previously crowned Sill these groups are considered most students are probably Accounting for 30 through the Reading Is several numbers to give the as Miss South Carolina's 
percent of the contestants'"large impact, large member unaware that they pay directly Key philanthropy. Riggs judges time to tally the Outstanding Teen in 2012 
overall score was the talent highlighted the significance contestants' scores.based organizations, which into the budget through their and the two are good 
typically have offices, staff, contribution of a $40 student portion. More than half of the program and proposed This was followed friends and sorority sisters. 
daily costs and require yearly activity fee each semester. 
budgets to run." These fees certainly add up 
All ofthese organizations, as as Kotiadis said, as the 
regardless of their budget generally ranges 
categorization, are eligible from $1.4 to $1.6 
to receive funding from the million annually. 
Student Activity Fee Budget in "It's actually quite nice 
different ways based on their to see some sort of outcome 
establishment at the university. with the money. You pay these 
There are three distinct fees without really ever asking 
types of funding available exactly where the money is 
to organizations (Non­ going, so it's nice to know 
Operational, Emergency and that in a way it's coming back 
Operational), each of which to us as students," said junior 
has guidelines that regulate biology major Emily Owens. 
The Clemson Brew Crew (CBC) is a club dedicated 
to teaching the methods of microbrewing, pursuing 
technological innovations and inspiring future 
generations to be passionate about beer. Though their 
history is brief, they have made vast strides in the 
field, and their Mobile Brewing Laboratory is often 
a featured vendor at local brewing festivals. Faculty 
leader for the CBC, David Thornton, offered a 
more in-depth look into this group. 
please recycle THE TIGER First Copy Free 
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Organization of the week: Clemson Brew Crew 
Galen Hamrick What does your group OT: Our students hail almost conduct the brewing process 
Contributor hope to accomplish? exclusively from the schools at our Mobile Brewing Lab, 
of engineering and biology, and network with local 
The Tiger News: Tell OT: We aim to reach out but we have had a handful malt houses, breweries 
me a little about the history the university and the of business majors that have and restaurants . 
of the Clemson Brew Crew. community in order to gotten jobs in the industry 
promote the science and related to management TTN: Does your group
David Thornton: A few profession of brewing beer. and entrepreneurship. produce any beer of 
years back, I taught a For our members, we hope their own? 
Creative Inquiry class that they can apply the TTN: What expectations 
called "The Science of skills and knowledge that do you set for your students OT: Absolutely. We have 
Beer." Recently, I had to they learn here as a hobby and graduate members? created multiple lines 
give up that role in order or in their professional and play a large role in 
to focus on my research careers. Indeed, many of OT: We're not just a fun, helping local companies
into biofuels. However, our former students have laid back interest group. like SouthYeast Labs (co­
my former students, led by gone on to take jobs in Our club is about more founded by Skjervold], Just 
Even Skjervold, established the industry, including than simply meeting Brew It and River Bend Malt 
an official university brewing, distillation on the weekends and House produce their own 
association in order to management and quality sharing our love for beer. brands and flavors. We're 
continue their research. control technology. We always aim to have a also featured at festivals 
great time, but we have around the state and region,
TTN: What are the goals TTN: Describe a responsibilities, too. We and just recently showed off 
of your members beyond typical member of your plant barley and wheat ar the our wares at the Greenville 
your mission statement? organization. university's organic farm, Craft Beer festival. 
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1'All In" Coffee Shop on 
Earle Street in Downtown 
Clemson is a family-run 
coffee shop and the owners 
have a passion for the 
students at Clemson. The 
owned, Vernon Bacher, 
shared some details about 
the business. 
The Tiger News: Tell me a 
little about the business. 
Vernon Bacher: My wife 
has done catering for a long 
time, so she was in the food 
stuff. And I love coffee. 
And I actually have another 
business, it's a lawn furniture 
and gazebo business; we 
build decks and gazebos, and 
that kind of stuff is what I've 
done for 20 years. 
But we wanted to be 
in Clemson, and just to get 
to know students and work 
with students - especially 
the international community 
- is kind ofwhat brought us 
into Clemson and into the 
downtown area. 
So we did a lot of 
walking the streets, did a lot 
of praying - we're believers 
- and it was something that 
we wanted to have a positive 
influence on especially the 
international community 
at Clemson. And we found 
the building here. We had 
actually thought about 
several different things, not 
restricted to a coffee shop, 
but we ended up settling on a 
coffee shop. She loves food, I 
love coffee and it's something 
we do together. My daughter 
works with us here. She 
makes all the cheesecakes 
and cakes. My wife does all 
the cinnamon rolls and bars 
and stuff like that. 
TTN: Are those family 
recipes? 
VB: Some of it is, some of it 
is stuff we've eaten for years, 
and then some of it is just 
stuff that my wife just finds 
that she likes. 
TTN: How long has ''All 
In'' been in business? 
VB: It will be three years 
in April. 
TTN: What made your 
family choose a coffee 
shop? 
VB: People come in, and 
they sit. So it's a platform 
of actually getting to know 
people, and that's my desire 
is just to get to know people. 
TTN: What is your favorite 
part about what you do? 
VB: Well, working with 
people - that's my favorite 
and just seeing people day 
after day and getting to know 
who they are. I also enjoy 
making the lattes. I actually 
took a latte art class not 
too long ago . . . It's kind 
of cool and just learning 
that. But, you know, in the 
process of it there's not 
something here that I just 
say that I hate. Dishes 
aren't my favorite, but 
I'll still do them. But 
meeting people, working 
with people and making 
drinks, putting out a 
product that has eye appeal, 
but also a taste-bud appeal. 
TTN: Is there anything you 
would like to say to the 
Clemson students? 
VB: Well, one of the things 
that we have worked pretty 
hard on is just making it feel 
like it's a home away from 
home where somebody can 
come in and find an outlet 
and find a place to plug in 
and find a place to just feel 
comfortable ... And a place 
of peace. 
It gets noisy sometimes, 
but I want it to be a pt:aceful 
noise. And I want it to be 
somewhere where people can 
come and feel like they're 
at home, because I know 
that's what Clemson is - a 
group ofpeople that are away 
from home. 
I guess for myself, as a 
grandpa and as a dad, I'm at 
the age where any of thes 
kids could be my children, 
and I want to be a dad figure, 
and I want to be a grandfather 
figure, and I want it to feel 
like that and I want to take 
care of people . . . That is 
really my desire; I'm here 
for more than business a lot 
more than business. In fact, 
the business is secondary in 
my life. 
Working with people is 
absolutely the vision of why 
we're here. 
So, to tell the Clemson 
students, we're trying to 
provide a home away from 
home where they can feel like 
there's a peaceful place where 
they can relax and study and 
go away feeling like they got 
more than what they would 
somewhere else. 
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Tigra Scientifica: Researchers may have 
discovered a cure for the common flu 
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We Invite you to come tour the available 
floor plans (2, 3 & 4 bedrooms) and amenities on property 
Leasing Gifts (gift cards & TVs ) 
Don't miss outl We are already 75°/o for 
August 2015 
www.WoodlandsofClemson.com 
864..654-3004 
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Joe Novak 
Contributor 
What could be 
worse than having to make 
a doctor's appointment? 
How about making an 
appointment to receive a 
shot? There is, without a 
doubt, no shortage in the 
number of people who cringe 
at the thought of 
rece1vmg shots. Although 
most people do not usually 
look forward to their 
annual flu vaccine, researchers 
from McMaster University 
in Canada and Icahn 
School of Medicine in New 
York City are working on 
a vaccine that may put 
these apprehensions to 
permanent rest. 
An article recently 
published by the Journal 
of Virology discussed the 
development of a vaccine 
that could be used to 
treat the influenza virus. 
This vaccine is unique in 
that it would only need 
to be administered once 
in a lifetime. The effective 
components of the flu 
vaccine are the neutralizing 
antibodies, which bind 
to the virus during infection. 
Critics of the current 
vaccine say that it is often 
unsuccessful at combating 
influenza on a large scale 
because the process involves 
a prediction and then a 
gamble to match the 
neutralizing antibodies in the 
vaccine with the strains of 
virus anticipated to 
predominate from season 
to season. 
What makes the influenza 
virus difficult to counteract 
is its ability to constantly 
mutate or change and 
therefore, escape recognition 
by the neutralizing antibodies. 
Researchers hope to 
find a way around the 
mutating capability by 
designing the antibodies 
to target portions 
of the virus that do not 
mutate. Hemagluten (HA) 
is a major part of the virus 
structure and one of the 
key components targeted 
by current vaccines. 
Unfortunately, HA is able 
to mutate, which is why 
researchers are attempting 
to produce antibodies that 
target the HA stalk instead. 
The HA stalk does not 
mutate, allowing antibodies 
to be effective against 
multiple mutated strains. 
Although stalk neutralization 
antibodies are less effective, 
the antibodies were able 
to be improved over 
several generations. 
The influenza virus 
has three different types: A, 
B and C. According to the 
World Health Organization 
(WHO), types A and B are 
the most common strains 
and are responsible for 
annually infecting 5-10 
percent of the global adult 
population and 20-30 
percent of the global child 
population. These infections 
normally result in between 
250,000 to 500,000 deaths, 
with the highest risk 
groups being children 
under two-years-old and 
adults older than 65 years 
of age. Lesser-developed 
countries experience regular 
epidemics due to the lack of 
available vaccines for the 
general population. Once 
fully developed, this vaccine 
can be distributed into 
these less fortunate countries 
to help with the spread 
of influenza. The development 
of a general influenza 
vaccine indicates the great 
leaps researchers are making. 
Although this vaccine is 
still being investigated, it 
gives hope to countless 
individuals in countries 
too poor to afford proper 
medical care. 
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SENIOR STAFF 
HANNAH CLEVELAND 
Editor in Chief 
editor@thetigernews.com 
Self Injury Awareness 
Rowan¼nam 
Outlook Editor 
The myths surrounding self-injury often make a 
mental health dialogue 
centered on the repetitive, 
addictive behaviors hard to 
achieve. You may believe that 
self-harming is "attention­
seeking" or a "teen thing" 
practiced to seem cool or 
mysterious. You may think 
that someone is suicidal if 
they self-injure, or that they 
could stop whenever they 
wanted to. You may even 
believe that if the wound 
is not severe, that the 
problem is not severe. 
These myths 
profoundly affect the people 
suffering from self-harm 
Lifetime risk 
for self-injury 
is 1 :7 for 
woman and 
1:25 for men. 
compulsions and makes it 
difficult for them to seek 
help. Self-Injury Awareness 
Day, on March 1st, aims 
to increase knowledge 
of the facts surrounding 
self-injury in order to 
facilitate a real mental health 
dialogue and to help those 
struggling to realize that 
they are not crazy and that 
there are ways to seek help. 
Self-Injury encompasses 
any behavior that is a 
direct, intentional mJury 
of body tissue - including 
cutting, burning, punching, 
scratching and many others. 
The majority of people who 
self-harm are not suicidal 
and use self-injury as a 
way to release emotional 
distress, to seek numbness 
Self-harming 
behaviors 
typically start 
between ages 
12 and 14. 
or as a way to express 
feelings of self-loathing. Self­
harm is deeply related to a 
history of trauma or abuse, 
depression, eating disorders, 
borderline personality 
disorder, anxiety and many 
other personality disorders. 
Because self-
harm most often exists as 
a coping technique 
to deal with a larger emotional 
issue, it is very difficult to 
stop. The temporary relief 
can be thought of as a high, 
and the feeling can become 
psychologically addictive -
because to those practicing, 
it works. 
The onset of self-
injurious behaviors is 
most often as early as 12 
to 14-years-old, and if 
treatment is not achieved, 
it can continue through to 
adulthood. Any form of self­
injury represents a serious 
problem - no matter the 
severity of the wound itself. 
But seeking help, or talking 
to a friend who is hurting 
themselves, isn't easy. 
If you know a friend 
is struggling with self-harm, 
the best thing you can be 
for them is a support system. 
Listen and learn how to 
be what they need, be 
it someone to get advice 
from or someone to watch 
a movie with. Encourage 
them to seek medical help -
there are helplines designed 
for people struggling with 
self-harm, doctors who can 
teach the best avoidance 
be upwnrds of 17 percent ot ttie 
population. 
Putin Down the law 
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Dear Editor, 
Clemson's less astute 
political liberals have begun 
a campaign to stamp out 
free speech at our beloved 
university, revealing 
themselves to be supporters 
of the prosecution of free 
speech in the process. To 
make matters worse, these 
faux "progressives" and faux 
"philosophers" are now 
attempting to bully critics of 
their demands by targeting 
Clemson students with the 
same type of "hate speech" 
they demand be banned 
from campus. 
The ad hominem 
attack is the oldest trick in 
the debater's manual, and 
Clemson's language police 
are using it with reckless 
abandon as their true motives 
are exposed. If you can't -
or won't - engage your 
opponent's actual arguments, 
you try to ambush, terrorize, 
wound, discredit, and 
humiliate them personally. In 
the case of the "Concerned 
Students," you call critics 
"bigots," "privileged," "cis-
gendered,,, "hateful"; or, you 
play the ultimate trump card: 
You call them "racists." 
The new Clemson 
thought police are also going 
a step further, and using 
what• could only be described 
as a more pathological 
form of the ad hominem, 
which goes something 
Approximately 2 
million cases of self­
harm are reported in 
the U.S. annually. 
The ,1ctual number is estimated to 
like this: "Your refusal to 
admit that you are guilty 
of sexist-hete;onormative­
white privilege means that 
you are guilty of sexist­
heteronormative white 
privilege." This trap is all 
too predictable, and all 
too tiresome. 
Clemson alum refuse 
to let Clemson turn into a 
place where every student 
must question if a social 
media post, or comment in a 
class discussion, will land 
them in front of Judicial 
Services. We support the 
Clemson Free Speech 
Movement, and will fight 
these to keep Clemson a 
sanctuary for free thought 
and speech. 
• 
~ !)~(s 
Class of'07 
Remy Barnwell 
Senior Staf[Writer 
,,I'm afraid Putin will kill me," 
Boris Nernstov stated this in 
an article he wrote on Feb. 
10, 2015. Seventeen days later, 
Nemstov was gunned down on 
the street as he crossed a bridge 
near the Kremlin in Moscow, 
which is visible in video footage 
now circulating throughout 
major media sites. 
Nemstov was one of 
Vladimir Putin's most outspoken 
critics, especially in regards to the 
war in Ukraine. Nemstov was in 
the process of organizing a public 
protest, something rare in Russia, 
which would have taken place this 
past Sunday. This is not the first 
time that an outspoken opponent 
to Putin has died ... or even the 
second time. 
According to an article 
written by BBC, this in 
fact, would be the seventh 
recorded mysterious death 
of Putin's opponents since 
2003. The deaths range from 
a mystery illness that took the 
life of investigative journalist 
Yuri Shchekochikhin in 2003, 
to the poisoning of former 
techniques and therapists 
who can help create a 
personalized treatment plan. 
Learning how to 
confront emotional issues 
instead of seeking the relief 
of self-injury is scary and 
it is a process. You are not 
weak for needing help, 
and you are certainly 
not weak if you relapse. 
Many therapists will tell 
you that relapse is even 
expected, because self­
harming behaviors are so 
addictive. Going through 
treatment, seeking therapy 
and coming up with your 
own coping skills, will make 
the process easier. But despite 
a possible relapse, stopping 
self-harm is always worth it. 
You are always worth it. 
Russian spy Alexander Litvinenko 
in 2006, to a power broker that 
was also an outspoken Putin 
critic who was mysteriously 
found dead. 
It is very difficult to 
pass these deaths off as mere 
coincidence, especially after there 
have been so many. A ruler that 
has his opponents killed is the 
archetype of insecure and it is 
scary to think that Putin is ruling 
a country as large as Russia. 
Putin's need to silence those 
oppose who him is an example 
of his fear of losing power. 
This fear can lead to much 
more aggressive and oppressive 
acts, evident in Stalin's reign of 
terror. Boris Nemstov was one 
of many murdered in cold blood 
and it does not seem like he will 
be stopping anytime soon. 
It is important to shine a 
light on the injustice going on in 
Russia and be aware of the world. 
As President Obama says, it is 
thedutyoftheRussiangovernment 
to conduct a "prompt, impartial 
and transparent investigation." 
Anything else is a failure of 
the "non-totalitarian," "for 
the people" government that 
Russia claims to have. 
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be submitted ro 
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Letters shall be no longer than 
400 words and will run at the 
discretion of the Ediror in Chief. 
30 to 40 percent 
of college 
students report 
engaging in self­
harm after age 17. 
Dear Editor, 
In support of the Coalition 
of Concerned Students' expressed 
desire to add "diversity" to the 
Clemson curriculum, I suggest 
a general education requirement 
to compare and contrast the 
CCS statement with John 
Stuart Mill's On Liberty, so 
that students learn to evaluate 
diverse expressions of tolerance 
and intolerance. 
Arlington, Va. 
I . 
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Baseball takes two of three from Gamecocks 
Elaine Day 
Sports Editor 
Spring rivalry week lived 
up to its hype. Much like in 
football season, the Tigers 
were due for victory over the 
No. 8 Gamecocks, and they 
achieved that in dominant 
fashion, winning the series 2-1 
and outscoring South Carolina 
19-8. With the wins, Clemson 
improves to 7-3 on the season, 
and South Carolina falls to the 
same record. 
In the first game, the 
Tigers' bats were hot despite 
it being a chilly night in 
Clemson, beating their rivals 
11-4 in front of 6,272 fans at · 
Doug Kingsmore Stadium. 
The win snapped South 
Carolina's six-game win 
streak, as the Gamecocks have 
not lost since Opening Day. 
Clemson took the lead in the 
first inning and never gave it 
back, scoring on RBIs from 
junior Tyler Krieger, who 
went three-for-four with three 
runs, and sophomore Chris 
Okey, followed by freshman 
Chase Pinder's two-out, 
two-run triple. 
The Tigers then scored 
four more in the third inning 
on back-to-back homers from 
Okey, a three-run shot and 
his first of the season, and 
sophomore Weston Wilson. It 
was the first time that Clemson 
hit back-to-back long balls 
since 2010. 
"His fastball has a little 
jump to it, and luckily enough 
I could make contact with it 
and put it over the wall," Okey 
said. "Big W tonight; it felt 
really good." 
The Gamecocks made 
the game somewhat interesting 
in the fourth and fifrh innings, 
cutting the Tigers' lead to four 
runs, but Wilson responded 
by going yard one more time 
in the seventh, giving Clemson 
an 11-4 lead. It was Wilson's 
third homer in two games, a 
feat given that Clemson's home 
run leader in 2014, Steve 
Wilkerson, had six all season. 
Wilson was later named ACC 
Player of the Week afrer 
his performance. 
"It was a fastball and it 
was up there," Wilson said. "I the first two batters he faced 
saw the first pitch in my first and later · gave up four runs. 
at-bat and put a good swing Freshman lefry Alex Schnell 
on it and kind of kept the continued his dominance on 
same approach [in the second the mound, pitching the final 
at-bat]. Okey came over to me 4.0 innings of the game and 
before the [second] at-bat and recording his first career save. 
said, 'This is what we came to South Carolina's Wil Crowe 
Clemson for.' And he just said {1-1) suffered his first loss of 
'I might get the season, 
out here, but j j giving up 11 
I know you've THAT'S WHAT YOU hits, nine runs 
( eight earned)got my back,' COME TO CLEMSON
and I guess in 6.0 innings 
that's what FOR. 'OOJJ]\:A:AI= pitched. 
h a p p e n e d . , 'iil'i1 r.1ir.fii' The Tiger 
I'm just seeing ~..,.,,"'..'"'.,,...,..,"" utlJ l.!.l!iAlJ bats went 
[the ball] well. WllJliUl©Tiiifilllllil. relatively silent 
It's just one of in the second 
those things game, played 
in baseball; -BRODY KOERNER in Greenville's 
you hit those 
' ' Fluor Field,
streaks and as South 
you have to take advantage Carolina's pitching was 
of them." dominant in a 4-1 Gamecock 
Clemson's starting victory. The Tigers scored their 
pitcher, junior lefthander one run in the first inning on 
Matthew Crownover (2-0) a double from Krieger, who 
earned the win despite getting extended his hitting streak to 
off to a bit of a shaky start. 11 games dating back to the 
Crownover had not allowed an end of last season. Clemson 
earned run or walked any batter did load the bases with one 
this season, but he walked out in the sixth inning as well 
as in the seventh with no outs, 
but could not manage to bring 
anyone home. 
"We just had one little 
rough inning," Clemson Head 
Coach Jack Leggett said." After 
the third inning, I don't think 
they got a hit, but they made 
them count in the third inning. 
Good ball game on both sides, 
pretty dean on both sides. I 
thought both teams pitched 
well, and they just made their 
hits count in the third inning." 
The final game of the 
series, originally scheduled for 
Sunday at noon in Columbia, 
was rained out and rescheduled 
for Monday at 4 p.m. The 
Tigers responded with a bang, 
completing their first shutout 
in Columbia since 1972, 
dominating the Gamecocks 
7-0, sealing the series victory 
and breaking South Carolina's 
six-game win streak in Carolina 
Stadium. Junior righthander 
Brody Koerner (2-1) pitched 
a gem, allowing only four hits 
in his first career appearance 
against the Gamecocks. He 
won the Bob Bradley Award as 
Clemson's MVP of the series 
for his performance. 
"It's definitely nice," 
Koerner said. "That's what 
you come to Clemson for. 
You come here to beat South 
Carolina. The two years before 
that I've been here we've been 
knocked out of here twice, so 
getting the win this time is 
definitely big for our team. I 
think it shows that we're one 
of the top 25 teams in the 
country. We're a force to be 
reckoned with." 
Krieger went two-for-five 
with two runs scored, keeping 
his batting average at .500 and 
extending his hitting streak 
to 12 games dating back to 
the 2014 season. Okey added 
two RBIs to bring his season 
total to seven. Seven different 
Tigers had hits in the game, 
demonstrating the offensive 
prowess of the squad. 
The Tigers return to 
Doug Kingsmore Stadium for 
a one-game matchup with the 
Winthrop Eagles tonight at 5 
p.m. Clemson then goes on 
the road for a weekend series 
in Raleigh, North Carolina 
against NC State. 
+ 
Tigers survive on Senior Day 
Hall and Harrison shine in one of their last games in Clemson. 
Henry Hutton performances of the season. for Hall and Harrison's lineup by Coach Brownell 
Senior StaffWriter Despite the slight downturn Clemson careers. Both had proved very beneficial for 
in the second half, Clemson 15 points and played huge Harrison. Despite his more 
still shot 51 percent for the roles in the win. Hall, a limited role, he continued 
The men's basketball game. For a team that has had three-year starter from to increase his scoring as 
team avoided a furious its fair share of issues with Augusta, Georgia, had a very he has averaged 8.5 points 
second half comeback shooting this year, Saturday solid tenure as he guided per game this season. Even 
attempt from Georgia Tech was a much needed change Clemson at point guard. though Harrison may never 
in a thrilling 70-63 overtime of pace. Hall's skills, which in his have been the complete 
victory on Saturday. The However, the game sophomore year were mostly player he could have been, 
game served as Senior was a tale of two halves limited to distribution he has played a major role 
Day, and the two seniors, and Georgia Tech came out and defense, progressively in Clemson's recent success, 
Rod Hall and Damarcus on fire in the second, and blossomed into a capable especially in the NIT 
Harrison, both had big they quickly began to cut and strong guard with the semifinals run last season. 
games, scoring 15 points. into the massive Clemson ability to score. Although Clemson will return for 
Redshirt sophomore Jaron lead, winning the half 44-25 not a huge statistical jump, their true final home game 
Blossomgame added 19 including finishing the game as he went from 5.7 points tonight against NC State, 
points and was one rebound on a 22-6 run over the course per game to 9.7 the next the last game in Littlejohn 
short of yet another triple of the final seven minutes of year, the threat to score Coliseum before it is 
double. The win helped the the game to send the game opened up Clemson's offense renovated. A win would give 
Tigers improve to 16-12 to overtime. However, the in general and made him the the Tigers their ninth win 
(8-8 ACC), while dropping Tigers prevailed as the reliable floor general that and can secure their second 
the Yellow Jackets to 12-17 defense returned, holding should define his career. consecutive season at .500 
(3-14 ACC). Georgia Tech to three Harrison, who or better. 
Clemson dominated the points on 1-10 shooting in transferred to Clemson from 
first half of the game, taking overtime. Clemson's offense BYU for his sophomore 
a 35-16 lead into halftime once again ran smoothly, season, came in as an 
behind a strong offensive and Hall was dominant, underdeveloped sharp 
showing and even better scoring five of the Tigers' shooter with noticeably 
defensive performance. 10 points in overtime after high potential. This ability 
Georgia Tech did not score a critical error on Clemson's finally came to a peak near 
its first field goal of the game final possession that could the end of last season as he 
until just over 14 minutes have won them the game in flourished under the wide 
into the game as the Tigers regulation. open offense as a result of KJ 
bodied up the Yellow Jackets Although it was not McDaniels' rise. Although 
and blocked several shots. their actual final home game he struggled with his new 
The Clemson offense also (which will be tonight at 9 role of expected number 
performed very well as they p.m.), the Saturday victory one scorer this season, a 
had one of the best shooting was a great ceremonial cap move out of the starting 
Senior Rod Hall scored five ofthe Tigers' final 10 points. 
Senior Damarcus Harrison had 15 points on Saturday. 
r 
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THE FAULT IN OUR SPORTS 
an accomplishment of strength. Homers do not, This atrocity allowedD.E. Lyles 
intense muscle-memory. however, show an aptitude for players to avoid theColumnist 
Linebackers, one of the for athleticism. A great physicality of basketball, 
most athletic player groups example of this is former and stand 22 or 23 feet 
There are many on a gridiron, rely greatly Atlanta Braves' slugger, away from the basket and 
problems in the world on muscle-memory, too. Evan Gattis . According to shoot. The three-point did 
of sports today The defining line between the Braves' website, Gattis more than ruin physicality 
steroid use, coaches that field goal kickers and line batted a solid .263 and had on offense, however, as 
are too aggressive in backers (and every other 22 homeruns for the Braves' the importance of defense 
their approach, lack of position group, as well) 2014 campaign, but struck started to decline after the 
mustaches - but there is that after a linebacker's out an astonishing 97 times inception of the three-point 
is no snag in sports more muscle memory kicks in out of his 369 at bats - shot. This disappearance of 
impactful on fans than the and he reads most among defense has seemingly come,.evolution of scoring. All a play as pass catchers for to a disappointing climax 
sports, even less-popular or run, his .. .THE PLAYER OR the Bravos in the NBA All-Star game 
sports, are founded on two athleticism and sixth that aired at the beginningTEAM THAT IS MOREdisciplines: athleticism and then allows most on the of this week with the final 
scheme. Since these two him to make ATHLETIC OR HAS entire team. score 163-15 5. Three­
aspects are, and always have a play. If the While Gattis point shots prove no level 
been, the building-blocks ball carrier DONE ASUPERIOR may have of athleticism, but instead, 
of athleticism, the player or has a greater been a decent like with field goal kickers,JOB IN SCHEMING 
team that is more athletic athletic batter for the showoff an ability to retain 
or has done a superior job ability, then SHOULD ALWAYS Braves, he muscle memory. 
in scheming should always he would displayed Sports should be funWIN ANY ATHLETIC 
win any athletic contest. be able to a less-than for everyone. But when 
However, this is not always evade the CONTEST. HOWEVER, desirable sports reach a point that 
the case. line backer. ability to muscle memory and beingTHIS IS NOT ALWAYS 
In football, there is a In either throw down able to produce for only one 
way to score points or, in situation, the THE CASE. from home, half of the game is praised, 
some situations, even win player with it is time to take a serious' ' and an even 
a game based on one play the greater athletic ability less satisfying ability to look at the deterioration 
that does not require raw will prevail. This is not the play the outfield. In other of sports as a whole. 
athleticism or insightful case with field goal kickers. words, Gattis was unable to Football, basketball and 
game-planning. If a Just like in football, proficiently do half of his baseball are team sports, 
football team has a player baseball has a way for job. This would be totally and should depend on a 
that can kick a ball through players to score without unacceptable in any other team's athletic ability and 
two goalposts, they can win demonstrating outstanding field of work, and should be schematic preparation. The 
games in which they are athletic abilities. By hitting totally unacceptable in the field goal, three-point shot 
outplayed athletically and a homerun, a baseball world of baseball. and homerun do not reflect 
outthought schematically. player can score anywhere Basketball, more so a team's coordination of 
While this may seem like a from one to four runs for than any other sport known brawn versus brain. They 
great idea to a team that has his ream. 0 nee again, if to man, allows scoring only show an individual's 
a talented field goal kicker, you are on the team with through muscle memory. ability to train individual 
it proves to be problematic the bulking batter, this The three-point shot was muscles, instead of the 
to a team that is purely would be a great inning officially introduced into whole body. Just like a 
based on athleticism and for your team. Hitting a the NBA in the 1979-1980 team, a player needs to 
scheme. Kicking field goals homerun shows a great regular season and was utilize his or her while body 
is not a feat ofextraordinary knowledge of ballparks, deemed a permanent rule to be a true athlete and be 
athletic ability, but rather pitch speed and brute before the following season. worthy of our praise. 
·+ 
-THE TEAM'S FIFTH ACC 
CHAMPIONSHIP IN SIX YEARS 
-MIMI LAND WINS ACC'S MOST 
VALUABLE FIELD ATHLETE 
·INDIVIDUAL WINS IN 60 HURDLES 
IN TRIPLE JUMP 
-WON 4X400 RELAY WITH AMEET 
AND FACILITY RECORD 
We're All Family Here. 
Now Hiring in Anderson! 
Servers, Bussers, Line Cooks, Prep 
Cooks & Dishwashers! 
Apply now: 
www.olivegarden.com/careers 
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Joey Glass there may recall that the world. But the world is to how our brains fllter out 
Contributor impressionist Claude Monet really much more confusing background light. If you 
tried to capture this same than that." spend a lot of time under a 
The Almighty Internet phenomenon back in the Our brains play a trick certain kind of light, your 
has drawn a line in the sand I 890's, when he painted called "color constancy." retina fatigues like a muscle. 
and told us to pick sides. the Rouen Cathedral over It helps us to recognize It loses its sensitivity to 
Everyone from Taylor a dozen times. While most things and make sense of that particular shade and 
Swift to your grandma has of us are probably thinking, the world around us. But changes how you see things. 
been talking about that dress "Why would some dude reality unflltered is an ever­ After all, we don't actually 
and debating what color it paint the same thing over changing wonderland of see anything, but the light 
is. The infamous picture was and over again?" Wikipedia variations. Consider the way reflecting off it. 
posted on Tumblr and spread says he was painting the that a sky looks grey in the "Perceptual scientists 
like juicy gossip, eventually changing lighting conditions early morning, blue in the have taken this thing very 
starting one of the biggest at different times of the day daytime and has lots ofcolors seriously," Dr. Cantalupo 
psychology experiments and year. at sunset. A whole world of assured me. He recommends 
ever. Thanks, Internet. And Claude Monet had varying colors would be an article on Wired.com, 
I sat down with vision like no other human. wild and disorienting, like where they have found the 
Clemson's own Dr. Claudio He had surgery to remove a something out of a Ken official color compounds 
Cantalupo to discuss this cataract and after was able to Kesey novel from the 70s. that make up the image. 
phenomenon. He's a fast­ see ultraviolet rays that are "It would be disorienting," Team #Whiteandgold and 
talking, even faster-thinking normally blocked out by the said Dr. Cantalupo, "So our #Blueandblack might both 
Italian with a Ph.D. lens of the eye. One can only brains try and compensate be in for a surprise. 
in biopsychology. wonder what kind of world for that." 
The interview began he saw. As for the dress (Spoiler Alert: it's a shade 
simply enough. "So color But for those of us who discrepancy, it boils down of blue) 
COURTESY OF FLICKRBLOG 
is color, right?" I asked ... didn't undergo surgery in 
apparently not. the 1920s, our eyes work 
"Color doesn't even just fine. So why do we see 
exist," he told me. "There is the dress differently? And do 
no such thing as 'blueness' we ever see things how they 
out there. Our brains try and actually are? 
figure out the 'true' color of "It's hard to answer," 
something. But, the quality Dr. Cantalupo said, 
of color that we experience "Because it borders with 
is just a creation of our philosophy, about the very 
brains." We think of colors nature of experience. We 
as being constant, but really never experience the world 
it depends on illumination. directly. Our brains make us 
(Hence the saying, "Did you create a model that is fairly 
get dressed in the dark?") constant, trying to maintain 
Art aficionados out the color properties of the 
0 SAW GOLD
0ANDWHITEi 
280lo SAW BLACK 71 AND BLUE 
16%SAW BOTH 
fop Vale rue day 
If you've got an 8 AM I feel bad for you, 
son. I've got 99 problems but they're 
due after 1. 
Procrastination level: filling out surveys for 
nothing in return 
What a beautiful day to sit inside 
and study for my test tomorrow. 
Day before midterm *checks syllabus for the 
first time* 
Takes off pants to put on shorts, becomes 
blinded...puts pants back on Compiled hr, ANNA BLAKE KEELEY/ T'1Dle0ut editor 
,. 
SanaAzami the approximate amount 
Senior Staf!Writer of money Walt made 
from cooking meth in 
While we were "Breaking Bad." 
battling last week's So is the money worth it? 
epic "Snowpocolypse," The Kardashian family 
Hollywood was in frenzy for first came into the public 
an entirely different reason. eye in 1994 when the former 
Reports from the online patriarch Robert Kardashian 
magazine Page Six had the was on the defense for 
number of $100 million the O.J. Simpson murder 
splashed on their home page. trial. The media cast a 
According to this site, this harsh spotlight on Robert 
"100-mill" number is what Kardashian's family, even 
E! drew up in a contract though Kris previously 
with the matriarch Kris divorced Rob in 1991 and 
Jenner for four more years had since become the wife of 
of "Keeping up With the former Olympic decathlon 
Kardashians" and its spin athlete Bruce Jenner. 
offs. There was an attempt For a while, things in 
by E! to keep the news under the Jenner house cooled 
wraps to keep competitors down, but in the 2000's, the 
from beating their deal. Kardashian's came into the 
E!'s mother-network, NBC spotlight again. In 2004, 
Universal, finally caved the Kim started working as a 
next day and, after calling part-time stylist for Brandy 
the "100-mill" number Norwood (aka Cinderella) 
"grossly inaccurate," the and eventually, Kim took 
network confirmed that the her styling full time as "Keeping up with the Jenner has been hard at and part-time princess Amy Kourtney and Khloe and the 
deal was actually a modest part of Lindsey Lohan's Kardashians" was born. As work taking headlines and Adams. Though the bulk of Jenner sisters hard at work 
$80 million - making the "glam squad." Seacrest puts it, "The heart distilling them into a her earning is from the show, with their modeling, hair 
Kardashians the highest Then, in 2007 there of the series - despite reservoir of cold hard cash. other "extracurriculars" extensions, epic Christmas 
paid reality TV stars in the was the sex tape scandal that the catfights and enclless The golden child of the help pad her budget. cards, etc. 
history of, well, ever. really put the family on the sarcasm - is a family that enterprise is, of course According to the New York With 13 seasons under 
This $80 million map. It so happened that truly loves and supports one Kim K. Post, Mrs. Yeezus is paid contract, two highly televised 
paycheck the Kardashian's Paris Hilton's reality TV another [ ... ] The familiar With an annual income upwards of $50,000 to make weddings, a transgendered 
recieved is equivelent to the show, "The Simple Life," dynamics of this family of$28 million, Kim is wedged club appearances and about father figure and all of the 
budget of "The Hangover was coming to an end and make them one Hollywood on the "Forbes I 00 richest $8,000 per tweet. Having 25 K-Klan oflegal age (or simply 
II," is the total amount E! had a vacancy. With bunch that is sure celebs" at No. 80, between million lnstagram followers four months away), their 
raised through the ALS cajoling from Executive to entertain." John Green (author of the help, too. plan for world domination 
ice bucket challenge and Producer Ryan Seacrest, For decades now, Kris cancer story fad last summer) And then there are may soon come to pass. 
Courtesy of dallymall.co.uk 
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Tr tYo elf to arks and Rec eation 
Parks and Recreation may have ended, but that doesn't mean you shouldn't start watching it. 
Kaelyn Harris-Vmcent 
Sports Layout Editor 
An idea that started as a spin off concept to NBC's hit show "The Office," "Parks and Recreation'' 
quickly became a name of its own, capturing the attention of viewers who fell in love with its witty and 
unconventional mocumentary style offilming. 
In 2009, producers Greg Daniels and Michael Schur (executive producers on "The Office") created 
the fictional town of Pawnee, Indiana. In it, they began a story about a widely diverse staff of government 
employees who, as different as they are in character, work together to accomplish the daily tasks of a Parks 
and Rec Department. 
"Parks and Recreation'' has not only provided seven seasons ofcountless laughs but has catapulted the 
careers of once small-name actors such as Chris Pratt, Nick Offerman, Rashida Jones, Aubrey Plaza, Jim 
O'Heir and Billy Eichner. Thanks to popularity ofthis show, these actors have gone on to star in movies and 
T.V. shows such as "Guardians ofthe Galaxy," "Safety Not Guaranteed," "Billy on the Street," "I Love You 
Man," "21 Jump Street" and many more. 
Ron Swanson-----­
played by Nick Offerman, is the official parks 
director who provides a unique deadpan and 
overflowing masculine personality aimed to 
(ironically) make his department and entire 
government less effective. His extreme libertar­
ian views, love for Lagavulin scotch and break­
fast foods, make him one of the most unique 
and quotable characters on the show. 
Tom Haverford---­
played by comedian Aziz Ansari, is a 
sarcastic and underachieving govern-
ment official who, despite the notion of 
his Libyan ethnicity by Leslie, hails from 
South Carolina. His unmatched style and 
entrepreneurial attempts contribute to 
the continuous turnover of clothing and 
other business ideas. 
April Ludgate 
played by Aubrey Plaza, is a dark and 
mysterious character that started season one 
as the department intern. Her carefree and 
dry behavior is what draws a connection 
with characters Ron and Andy. Leslie takes 
April under her wing, hoping to turn an 
unmotivated college student into a dedicated 
government employee. 
Donna Meagle··---­
played by comedian Retta, is a confident, 
Mercedes loving African American 
woman whose romantic life compares to 
none (and she makes that very clear). She 
is often the voice of reason for the bunch, 
providing criticism for the ways of Leslie, 
Ron, April and Tom. Most notably, she 
is the creator of"Treat Yo Self:" a once 
a year shopping extravaganza with Tom 
Haverford where they spare no expense 
on the luxuries of life. 
Andy Dwyer 
played by now mega-star 
Chris Pratt, began the 
show as a guest actor and 
later became a member 
of the main cast. Dwyer, 
a clumsy, clueless and 
good-intentioned man­
child,started his journey 
on the show by falling 
into the pit of Lot-48. 
Dwyer, in a way, kick 
started the multiple-
season-long journey to 
make a park out of Lot-
48. His band Mouse Rat 
(otherwise known as Rat 
Mouse, Just the Tip or 
Scarecrow Boat) further 
solidifies his dream to 
become a rock star. 
Leslie Knope ------­
played by SNL alum Amy Poehler, is an energetic 
and dedicated mid-level government employee 
whose role as deputy director keeps the hectic 
and unorganized department intact. With her 
unparalleled love for government work, Leslie 
single handedly could run the department but 
thrives off the ever so different personalities of 
her colleagues . .. better yet, friends. 
Ann Perkins-----._ 
BenWyatt ------. 
played by Adam Scott, enters Pawnee 
with partner in.crime Chris Traeger to 
evaluate the town's funds. Compared to 
counterpart Traeger, Wyatt is a straight­
forward and serious numbers nerd whose 
love for accounting lands him in various 
positions throughout the town govern­
ment. His relationship with Leslie blos-
soms wonderfully as the 
storyline continues. 
Gary ( 01' LDl'l'V 01' Jel'l'V or 
Terl'y) Ge:rgich 
played by Jim O'Heir, is the clumsy and 
disregarded park safety manager (who 
has ironically appeared in every episode 
except one). His kindhearted, awkward 
personality puts him at the butt of many 
jokes on the show. Between spilling 
almost every cup ofsoup he holds, and 
doing the work others will not, Gary 
finds himself in a love hate relationship 
with his colleagues. 
Chris Traeger ---­
played by Rashida Jones, is a Pawnee 
As you can see, "Parks and 
nurse who quickly becomes the best 
Recreation" caters to almost everyfriend of Leslie. Flip flopping in-between 
personality. Once you get used torelationships with Andy Dwyer, City 
the dry, unorthodox style humor,Planner Mark Brendanawicz and other 
characters, she provides a nice balance of you too will be binge watching on 
comedy, romanticism and drama. Bue she Netflix, wishing you lived in Pawnee 
will always be Leslie's "beautiful tropical Indiana: "First in Friendship, 
fish'' . .. and other strange Ann-jectives. Fourth in Obesity." 
played by DirecTV commercial star Rob 
Lowe, is LITERALLY the most energetic 
and positive character on the show. 
Forming the other half of the auditing 
duo, he too quickly finds his place in 
Pawnee. If there is bad news, you can bet 
he will put a positive spin on things ... 
until he refers to Ben Wyatt who delivers 
the unfortunate, less-positive side of 
things. 
__. 
,I 
WARNING: SLIGHT SPOILERS AHEAD IN THE 
FORM OF THE GENERAL DIRECTION THE S£ASON 
TAKES; NO ACTUAL SCENES OR PLOT MOMENTS 
WILL BE REVEALED. 
James Kidd plot to solve global warming, Despite the strange lack of 
Contributor involving kidnaping world blood, this is still a pretty 
leaders and celebrities and the gory affair. But, when a film 
Remember the days when use of cell phone signals that contains a bodyguard who 
spy films used to be fun? I can drive you insane or blow can cut people in half with a 
mean, don't get me wrong, I your head off in a beautiful single swipe of her bladed 
lov'e the Daniel Craig Bond kaleidoscope ofcolor. Valentine legs, you can't have it any other 
films, and the Borne franchise : has an aversion toward blood, way. While I still flinched at a 
is entertaining. However, all which is especially strange since lot of the action scenes, I am 
it takes is a quick look to the his body guard, Gazelle (Sofia very surprised to say that I 
Sean Connery and Brosnan Boutella), is a double amputee enjoyed the hell out of every 
era films to see what is clearly with blades for legs, chopping moment, due to the strangely 
lacking from not just spy off the limbs of everyone in beautiful way that the film is 
flicks, but most films today. their way. shot. You may want to vomit at 
Where have the death lasers If you can't already tell times, but, boy, is "Kingsman'' 
and plots of world domination from this general description, ever a sight to behold, 
gone? How about the wildly "Kingsman" is a love letter to especially when Harry Heart 
eccentric super villains who the classic Bond era and spy faces off against a Westboro 
go into long silly monologues films in general. Baptist-esque hate group to the 
when they have the hero on tune of the one and only 
the ropes? "Free Bird." 
Matt Spadaro dealings in the name of again, "1¥ith completely If you're one of the However, despite
Social Media Editor power. It shows a side of different telli 11ig points to people that feel this way, being, for the most part, 
the playing field Frank house Frank and Claire's or just a lover of spy films, mature, there is one 
"House of Cards" is a isn't used to - one that insatiable ruthlessness. "Kingsman: The Secret particular scene at the 
worldwide phenomenon doesn't always work out It can't all be trains, Service" is for you, despite end of "Kingsman" that 
that has exploded in in his favor. garages and provocative the fact that it frequently indulges in juvenile humor, 
insists that "it isn't that garnering a fair amountpopulariry since its It is no different for mistresses; I figured 
kind of film." of controversy. Whileinception in 2013. The Claire, who deals with that other people would 
Opening with a quick not spoiling too much
series redefined the way hurdles of her own. One also take this view, but action scene in Afghanistan, · {let's just say a character 
a T.V. show could be thing hasn't changed, I have read more critical Kingsman agent Harry went, uh, "backstage"
distributed, as Netflix however . . . by no means viewpoints from countless Hart (Colin Firth) is saved with a woman), I can 
debuted the entire does Claire take a back media outlets, by an unnamed rookie say that it isn't as bad as 
season all at once and seat to anybody, least of O1)e in particular agent from an explosion other critics have made it 
allowed users to stream all Frank. I am only up that stuck out was a that occurred due to his out to be, as it is a pretty 
the episodes at their to episode eight myself, review published in The own negligence. Panged clear homage to the 
with guilt, Hart gives a endings of plenty ofown pace. but it is quite clear New York Times, which 
medal for bravery to the Courtesy of fatmovieguy.com other James Bond films,Millions of Netflix that the Underwoods claimed that the season 
son of the fallen agent, where 007 fools around users have since been are still very much the barely excites until young Eggsy (Taran Egerton), From references to with a beautiful girl as the
hooked by Frank and Underwoods. The means episode five. My only with his phone number on "Get Smart," "24" and the film goes to black. This still 
Claire Underwood's may be different, but the question for the Times is the back in case the young Borne movies, you can feel doesn't excuse it for being 
meteoric and ruthless m<;thods remain. .. . "Are they watching the boy ever needs help. Flash the genuine passion for the unreasonably crude, as well as 
rise to power. Seasons It will be interesting same show that I am?" I forward 17 years later; Eggsy genre· froin director Matthew feeling completely out ofplace, 
one and two were filled to see where the season wholeheartedly disagree is a street thug in London, Vaughn's heart. However, just and while I can understand 
with deceit, lies, love and goes from episode eight getting into trouble at every because of' the cool gadgets its inclusion, I probablyand suggest loyal fans 
turn. When he finds himself in and crazy supervillains, don't would have had it removedsome jaw-dropping twists - viewers that have seen and newcoJi}lers alike 
jail after messing with a couple think that this is your average ifl was in charge of the film.and turns. Season three episodes past this point to maintain viewership 
of ruffians at a bar, he takes spy-action flick. Despite these Despite this one sourdebuted last week to agree that it is a bit of of the political drama. advantage of Hart's promise influences, the large majority note, "Kingsman" sports style,
much fanfare and viewers a turning point. Many The fact that the team for help. Noticing Eggsy's bf "Kingsman'' has much more humor and flat out action 
were once again invited of the players that have behind the show can above average intelligence in common with Vaughn's fun that I haven't had in 
into the web that Frank consistently surrounded make my jaw drop and athletic physique, Hart other film "Kick-Ass." Before quite a while. Colin Firth is 
and Claire have woven. Frank and Claire also with Congressional and invites him into the mysterious you pack up your bags due the best Bond that will 
Season three is reappear in season three, diplomatic red tape the Kingsman organization. to the mention of THAT never be; Jackson kills it as a 
undeniably different than and familiarly have their same way they did at Consisting of a badass, movie, just hear me out here. supervillain, even with a lisp, 
previous s.easons, not just own m intelligent, British and, most I REALLY didn't like the crude and newcomersubplots which the beginning of season Egerton gives 
importantly, chivalrous and gore-filled "Kick-Ass," but a strong first showing - Ibecause Frank is where he they battle the power two (yeah, THAT scene) 
crowd, the Kingsman take "Kingsman'' is a much more guarantee that you'll see himis (preserving the shock couple, themselves and can only point to the both inspiration from and the ... mature effort from Vaughn. again (word on the street is that
value for those of you plenty of other people in likelihood that you'll names of the Knights of the Much of the juvenile humor is Disney is trying to get him for 
who haven't yet reached between. enjoy it too. Round Table, functioning free gone, subjected for self-aware a young Han Solo). 
the end of season two) , You may have Ignore the concerns from government control in jokes about movies being too It's quite surprising for 
but because the show gathered that I'm quite about lack of violent their tailor shop. However, as serious today. a gem like this to come out 
itself has a newer feeling a fan of season three by shock value. Sometimes, Eggsy begins his training, Hart For those worried so early in the year, and I 
to it. Viewers will see this point. I think that a headline or press discovers a brand new threat about the violence in "Kick­ very much recommend that 
actual politics in play, not the "House of Cards" conference can pack an to mankind in the form of Ass" making its way into everyone take advantage of 
Richmond Valentine (Samuel "Kingsman," I am sorry to it; grab your lethal umbrella,just Frank's underhanded team has pulled it off even deadlier punch. 
L. Jackson), an internet disappoint you in saying that dapper bulletproof suit and 
billionaire with an absurd this probably isn't your movie. join the Kingsman! 
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